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Earl Robbins's image golf cart from Fotolia.com Although golf carts are, of course, a common sight on golf courses, these small vehicles are also used by many non-golfers for a number of other reasons. They can be used as a means of transport by the elderly or people with physical disabilities that make walking difficult. Because they are designed with
enough cargo space to carry at least a couple of golf bags, some people also use them to carry small items. Golf carts are simple to use, and gas-powered golf carts are easy to get started. Make sure the parking brake is busy and set the unit selection lever forward or reverse, depending on the direction in which you want the gas-powered golf cart to go. Turn
the key to the On location of the golf cart. If the engine is cold, pull out the suffocation knob and hold it during startup. It is not necessary to do this if the engine is already hot. Release the suffocation knob and make sure there are no obstacles in the path. Press down on the accelerator pedal, and the gas golf cart will move. In many gas-powered golf cart
models, such as the Yamaha YTF2, the parking brake automatically releases when pushing the accelerator pedal. Before using the golf cart, check the oil level and make sure it has enough gasoline. It is also recommended to check the tyre pressure. Allow only qualified people, usually those with valid driver's licenses, to use the golf cart. Make sure the
parking brake is fixed before turning off the golf cart. Do not press the accelerator pedal while turning the button. The golf cart can shake unexpectedly. Never turn the drive selection lever from back to back while the cart is moving. You could damage the transmission. Do not operate the golf cart at night without using headlights. Image of Golf Carts by Earl
Robbins of Fotolia.com In an energy-conscious and environmentally friendly world, golf carts are a safe and cheap alternative to cars that both children and adults can drive. There are a variety of golf carts available on the market for today's consumers. The three main types are gas-powered, electric and solar-powered. The license and registration of the golf
cart vary depending on the state. Check your local DMV for zone rules. Most states require a valid driver's license and golf cart insurance. Search where golf carts are allowed to be kicked off course. Private and public roads have their own rules. Assess whether a golf cart will be an efficient way of transportation in the neighborhood. Determine whether the
status or city has a separate application for a golf cart license. Some areas bypass this step completely. The application will usually be available on the city website. If necessary, renew your driver's license. Visit the DMV Web site. Click the appropriate state and follow the instructions. Make sure you have a credit card and the owner's Social Security number at
your fingertips. To ensure the golf cart, call the Company. Golf cart insurance can be purchased by sports insurance companies or extended by the homeowner's policy. Liability insurance is also recommended. Some states require a permit to drive a golf cart. Print a form from the DMV website and fill it out. Leave it at the local DMV office. If the city requires a
separate license for the golf cart, fill out the app and leave it, if necessary. This may not always be the local DMV, but instead the town hall. An alternative to a golf cart is a battery-powered, fossil-free Neighborhood Electric Vehicle (NEV). Regulations vary by state. Drive only golf carts on roads where the speed limit is 35 mph or lower. Driving
licenseInsuranceLocal DMV officeSecurity cards Credit card number When you are on the golf course, you do not necessarily need to use a cart. But, it will be much easier to focus on your game if your back is not sore to carry a heavy bag around. In addition, your golf cart allows you to express yourself in a rare way in sport. There are two main types of golf
carts: gasoline and electric. Petrol golf carts work just like small cars. A small engine, running on gasoline, powers the wheels of the trolley. However, a big difference between a typical car and a gasoline-powered golf cart is when the engine works. In a car, the engine starts when you turn on the key, and continues to work until you turn off the ignition. In a
gasoline-powered golf cart, the engine starts when you step on the gas pedal, and turns off when you take your foot off the gas. This feature helps save gas, reduces emissions and helps keep the course quiet, too. And it's nice that you won't have to think about your next shot on an engine drone. Advertising Electric golf carts use batteries to power an electric
motor. Batteries are typically charged by connecting the cart in a wall socket, just like the ones you have in your home. However, some golf carts now come with solar panels on their roofs to help charge batteries. Most golf carts that are used exclusively for the golf game are relatively simple. They're just two base places. However, you can also get modified
golf carts that can carry more than two people and move supplies, such as food or luggage, from place to place. Petrol golf carts can also be equipped with more powerful engines, reinforced suspension and all-wheel drive, making them ideal for working in rough areas. In addition, you can also get golf carts that have been modified to look like a Porsche,
Hummer or even a Bentley. Of course, to really deceive your golf, you will need the appropriate accessories. Read on to find out what types of accessories are available for golf carts. Page 2 In a sport that requires attention to so many details to play it successfully, perhaps no aspect of golf is more important than the correct golf grip. There are so many mental
distractions on the golf course, from sand traps to to patches, which is easy to forget an important part of the game - the connection your hands have with the club. Keeping the golf club properly gives you a feeling for the head of the club, and is the source of everything that follows in a golf swing. Advertising Everyone who plays golf strives for some basic
things in a natural vice. Your swing should be smooth and continuous from the moment you line up the ball until the end of the follow-through, and the club head needs to directly hit the back of the ball to avoid embarrassing slices. You also want to bring enough power to the ball with a strong swing, but at the same time you need to adjust the grip in order to
avoid making the club slip from your hands [source: U.S. Golf Schools and Travel]. But how do you achieve this perfect balance? Read on to learn five golf grip tips that will give you the best chance of a good swing. Content There are three basic golf grips: overlay, interlocking, and 10-toed grip. The most commonly used grip is overlay. To get this grip, take the
little finger of your right hand and place it above the index finger of your left hand. If you're a south mandopa, do the opposite. If you have medium or large hands, this is probably the best outlet for you [source: U.S. Golf Schools and Travel]. But if the figures are shorter than average and you've been told your hands are a bit meaty, the interlock grip might be
what you need. Advertising The interlock handle is similar to the overlap, but instead of the right pinky that covers the left index finger, the two digits intertwine. According to former PGA pro Louis Esselen, senior golfers may prefer the hammer, or 10 fingers, grip, because it gives more freedom of movement. It should also be ideal for people with small or weak
hands. All 10 fingers are placed directly on the club, with the little finger of the right hand and the index finger of the left hand touching. Grabbing the club too tightly, especially with your strong hand, can make your swing cut through the ball instead of connecting directly with it. A light grip can actually produce better results than a tight grip, because
unnecessary muscle tension slows down the speed of your swing [source: LearnAboutGolf.com]. Advertising On the left hand, all the pressure on the grip should come from the last three fingers. Neither the forefinger nor the thumb of the left hand should put any pressure on the club. With both hands, the pressure on the club should come from hand and toe
pads, but never from palms. The correct golf grip can help eliminate cutting. You just have to remember to look for the V's. V's are the intersection of the thumb and forefinger on both hands. To get them to point in the right way, make sure that when you grab the with your left hand, you can only see two knuckles pointing towards your face [source:
LearnAboutGolf.com]. Advertising With your right hand, grab the club with your pointing directly down the club tree. Grab the club with the two fingers of the right center and place the right thumb pad directly on the left thumb. Finally, wrap your right index finger around the club. When looking at the hands, the V's formed by the thumb and index finger of both
hands should be aligned correctly [source: U.S. Golf Schools and Travel]. Proper alignment of the golf club and your hands is crucial. When you've nailed it, you can work on other aspects of your game, confident that you're able to produce more consistent swings. Without it, accurate shots will be few and far between. When your left hand properly grabs your
club, it should completely cover the end of the club. The wrist must be at the top of the club socket. Advertising You may have the most natural grip in the world, but if it is not aligned with the face of the club, you will not get a good shot. Before tackling the ball, look at the length of your club to make sure your grip and the face of the club are in proper alignment.
In this way, when you hold the club, the face is square with the ball. [source: LearnAboutGolf.com] If you're grabbing your club with your palms, your elbows will tell you. A proper golf grip results in straight lines along the arms. If the elbows are bent, the palms of the hands are doing too much work and the arms do not extend properly in the oscillation, which
means less speed [source: Easy2Technologies.com]. Worn club grips can be smooth, causing the grip to slip or making you hold too tight. Sockets that are too big cause your hands to react too slowly to your swing. Too small sockets cause an exactive reaction of the hands. Either way, your shot won't go straight [source: Easy2Technologies.com]. Advertising
The only thing between you and your golf club besides the grip is the glove. While some golfers do well without one, having a good golf glove at your fingertips is another way to reduce slippage and increase consistency in your shots. Most gloves are made of leather and are worn on the hand in front of the one that is dominant. For the best results in finding
the right grips or gloves, contact your nearest PGA Pro. He or she can also help with techniques and tips for your grip and other areas of your golf game. For more information about improving your golf game, line up links on the next page. Stacking and tilting swing golf is a popular approach to the game. Visit HowStuffWorks to learn more about the stack and
tilt the golf swing. Bob Mann's Golf website. Question from Paul: Golf Grip. (18 March 2010). . The golf grip. (18 March 2010). Tips to improve your Golf Grip. (18 March 2010). . Golf and travel schools. Gripping the Golf Club. (18 March 2010). 2010). Golf and travel schools. Golf Grip- Pressure Test. 2010( March 18, 2010)
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